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The Huddled Masses Myth
2008-11-20

the disconnect between national rhetoric the law and public policy

Migra!
2010

migra is the first and only substantive history of the u s border patrol hernandez
breaks new ground in this deeply researched account of its formation and
development george sanchez author of becoming mexican american ethnicity
culture and identity in chicano los angeles 1900 1945

Latino Mass Mobilization
2017-09-28

the first full length study of the historic 2006 immigrant rights protests in the us in
which millions of latinos participated

Immigration Law
2009

recent acts of terrorism in britain and europe and the events of 9 11 in the united
states have greatly influenced immigration security and integration policies in these
countries yet many of the current practices surrounding these issues were
developed decades ago and are ill suited to the dynamics of today s global
economies and immigration patterns at the core of much policy debate is the
inherent paradox whereby immigrant populations are frequently perceived as
posing a potential security threat yet bolster economies by providing an
inexpensive workforce strict attention to border controls and immigration quotas
has diverted focus away from perhaps the most significant dilemma the integration
of existing immigrant groups often restricted in their civil and political rights and
targets of xenophobia racial profiling and discrimination immigrants are unable or
unwilling to integrate into the population these factors breed distrust
disenfranchisement and hatred factors that potentially engender radicalization and
can even threaten internal security the contributors compare policies on these
issues at three relational levels between individual eu nations and the u s between
the eu and u s and among eu nations what emerges is a timely and critical
examination of the variations and contradictions in policy at each level of
interaction and how different agencies and different nations often work in
opposition to each other with self defeating results while the contributors differ on
courses of action they offer fresh perspectives some examining significant case
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studies and laying the groundwork for future debate on these crucial issues

Immigration, Integration, and Security
2008

the uncomfortable contemporary realities of immigration enmeshed as they are in
economic human rights and national security issues have once again propelled
foreign immigration to the united states toward the top of the list of u s domestic
policy concerns three respected authorities on immigration and international affairs
here present a carefully calibrated history of u s immigration in primary source
documents tracing the roots of the current debate in the history of our profoundly
divided and surprisingly cyclical response to foreign immigration this book
documents this national ambivalence identifying the major waves of immigration
and clarifying the ways in which the existing social and political fabric conditioned
both the response to the newcomers and their prospects of eventual integration
into american society part i introduces the historical record the early days of the
republic when most immigrants arrived from northern europe the most important
wave of immigration to the united states in the country s history over 1880 1920
when most immigrants arrived from asia or from southern and eastern europe
virulent post world war i anti immigration sentiment the world war ii era absorption
of huge numbers of displaced persons fleeing the misery and devastation of europe
transition from a quota system to a preference system heightened debate in the
1980s and 1990s the immigration policy repercussions of the terrorist attacks of
september 11 2001 part ii takes up special issues in the contemporary immigration
debate including the security debate and immigration immigration and the u s
judiciary the immigration debate and the economy and the spectrum of public
opinion on immigration revealed during the 2008 presidential election campaign the
authors demonstrate that today s highly polarized immigration reform debate in
many respects recapitulates the antagonisms and chaotic policies of the 1980s and
1990s when ronald reagan s republican administration implemented an amnesty
program while the state of california adopted the punitive proposition 187
paramount in today s immigration debate however are the homeland security
concerns rendered acute by the 2001 bombing of the world trade center in new
york city the controversial usa patriot act of 2001 and the homeland security act of
2002 are among the documents surveyed in relation to the contemporary
immigration debate

Immigration
2008-11-30

experts address the most vexing questions of the immigration debate
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Getting Immigration Right
2011

while the united states cherishes its identity as a nation of immigrants the country s
immigration policies are historically characterized by cycles of openness and
xenophobia outbursts of anti immigrant sentiment among political leaders and in
the broader public are fueled by a debate over who is worthy of being considered
for full incorporation into the nation and who is incapable of assimilating and taking
on the characteristics and responsibilities associated with being an american in
illegal alien or immigrant lina newton carefully dissects the political debates over
contemporary immigration reform beginning with a close look at the disputes of the
1980s and 1990s she reveals how a shift in legislator s portrayals of illegal
immigrants from positive to overwhelmingly negative facilitated the introduction
and passing of controversial reforms newton s analysis reveals how rival
descriptions of immigrant groups and the flattering or disparaging myths that
surround them define shape and can ultimately determine fights over immigration
policy her pathbreaking findings will shed new light on the current political battles
their likely outcomes and where to go from here

Illegal, Alien, Or Immigrant
2008-08-10

this book discusses the issues surrounding race ethnicity and immigrant status in u
s policing with a special focus on immigrant groups perceptions of the police and
factors that shape their attitudes toward the police it focuses on the perceptions of
three rapidly growing yet understudied ethnic groups hispanic latino chinese and
arab americans discussion of their perceptions of and experience with the police
revolves around several central themes including theoretical frameworks historical
developments contemporary perceptions and emerging challenges this book
appeals to those interested in or researching policing race relations and
immigration in society and to domestic and foreign government officials who carry
law enforcement responsibilities and deal with citizens and immigrants in particular

Race, Immigration, and Social Control
2018-05-09

using crt this book demonstrates how law can make black lives and the lives of
other racially marginalized groups matter

Critical Race Judgments
2022-04-21
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seeking to re imagine the meaning and significance of the international border
opening the floodgates makes a case for eliminating the border as a legal construct
that impedes the movement of people into this country open migration policies
deserve fuller analysis as evidenced by president barack obama s pledge to make
immigration reform a priority kevin r johnson offers an alternative vision of how u s
borders might be reconfigured grounded in moral economic and policy arguments
for open borders importantly liberalizing migration through an open borders policy
would recognize that the enforcement of closed borders cannot stifle the strong
perhaps irresistible economic social and political pressures that fuel international
migration controversially johnson suggests that open borders are entirely consistent
with efforts to prevent terrorism that have dominated immigration enforcement
since the events of september 11 2001 more liberal migration he suggests would
allow for full attention to be paid to the true dangers to public safety and national
security

Opening the Floodgates
2007

scholars journalists and policymakers have long argued that the 1965 immigration
and nationality act dramatically reshaped the demographic composition of the
united states in a nation of immigrants reconsidered leading scholars of immigration
explore how the political and ideological struggles of the so called age of restriction
from 1924 to 1965 paved the way for the changes to come the essays examine how
geopolitics civil rights perceptions of america s role as a humanitarian sanctuary
and economic priorities led government officials to facilitate the entrance of specific
immigrant groups thereby establishing the legal precedents for future policies eye
opening articles discuss japanese war brides and changing views of miscegenation
the recruitment of former nazi scientists a temporary workers program with
japanese immigrants the emotional separation of mexican immigrant families
puerto rican youth s efforts to claim an american identity and the restaurant raids of
conscripted chinese sailors during world war ii contributors eiichiro azuma david
cook martín david fitzgerald monique laney heather lee kathleen lópez laura
madokoro ronald l mize arissa h oh ana elizabeth rosas lorrin thomas ruth ellen
wasem and elliott young

A Nation of Immigrants Reconsidered
2018-12-30

in the wake of september 11 2001 the department of homeland security dhs was
created to prevent terrorist attacks in the us this led to dramatic increases in
immigration law enforcement raids detentions and deportations have increased six
fold immigration nation critically analyses the human rights impact of this
tightening of us immigration policy golash boza reveals that it has had
consequences not just for immigrants but for citizens families and communities she
shows that even though family reunification is officially a core component of us
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immigration policy it has often torn families apart this is a critical and revealing look
at the real life frequently devastating impact of immigration policy in a security
conscious world

Immigration Nation
2015-12-03

thoroughly revised and expanded this is the definitive reference on american
immigration from both historic and contemporary perspectives it traces the scope
and sweep of u s immigration from the earliest settlements to the present providing
a comprehensive multidisciplinary approach to all aspects of this critically important
subject every major immigrant group and every era in u s history are fully
documented and examined through detailed analysis of social legal political
economic and demographic factors hot topic issues and controversies from amnesty
to the u s mexican border are covered in depth archival and contemporary
photographs and illustrations further illuminate the information provided and
dozens of charts and tables provide valuable statistics and comparative data both
historic and current a special feature of this edition is the inclusion of more than 80
full text primary documents from 1787 to 2013 laws and treaties referenda
supreme court cases historical articles and letters

American Immigration
2015-03-17

a 1975 state wide law in texas made it legal for school districts to bar students from
public schools if they were in the country illegally thus making it extremely difficult
or even possible for scores of children to receive an education the resulting
landmark supreme court case plyler v doe 1982 established the constitutional right
of children to attend public elementary and secondary schools regardless of legal
status and changed how the nation approached the conversation about immigration
outside the law today as the united states takes steps towards immigration policy
reform americans are subjected to polarized debates on what the country should do
with its illegal or undocumented population in immigration outside the law
acclaimed immigration law expert hiroshi motomura takes a neutral legally accurate
approach in his attention and responses to the questions surrounding those whom
he calls unauthorized migrants in a reasoned and careful discussion he seeks to
explain why unlawful immigration is such a contentious debate in the united states
and to offer suggestions for what should be done about it he looks at ways in which
unauthorized immigrants are becoming part of american society and why it is
critical to pave the way for this integration in the final section of the book motomura
focuses on practical and politically viable solutions to the problem in three public
policy areas international economic development domestic economic policy and
educational policy amidst the extreme opinions voiced daily in the media motomura
explains the complicated topic of immigration outside the law in an understandable
and refreshingly objective way for students and scholars studying immigration law
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policy makers looking for informed opinions and any american developing an
opinion on this contentious issue

Immigration Outside the Law
2014-05

beyond the romanticized image of newcomers arriving as a huddled mass at halifax
s pier 21 understanding the reality and complexity of immigration today requires an
expert guide in the hands of augie fleras this intricate and ever changing subject
gets the attention it deserves with analysis of all aspects including admission
policies the refugee processing system the temporary foreign worker program and
the emergence of transnational identities given the unprecedented number of
federal policy reforms of the past decade such a roadmap is essential by thoroughly
capturing the politics patterns and paradoxes of contemporary migration
immigration canada rethinks the thorny issues and reframes the key debates

Immigration Canada
2014-12-05

a comprehensive treatment of anti immigration sentiment exploring debate policies
ideas and key groups from historical and contemporary perspectives anti
immigration in the united states a historical encyclopedia is one of the first
encyclopedias to address american anti immigration sentiment organized
alphabetically the two volume work covers major historical periods and relevant
concepts as well as discussions of various anti immigration stances leading figures
and groups in the anti immigration movements of the past and present are also
explored bringing together the work of distinguished scholars from many fields
including legal theorists political scientists anthropologists geographers and
sociologists the work covers aspects and issues related to anti immigration
sentiment from the establishment of the republic to contemporary times for each
time period there is a focus on key groups representing both actors and those acted
upon political concerns of the time are also discussed to broaden understanding of
motivation in addition entries explore the role of race gender and class in
determining immigration policy and informing public sentiment

Anti-Immigration in the United States [2 volumes]
2011-09-23

in the current geopolitical climate in which unaccompanied children cross the
border in record numbers and debates on the topic swing violently from pole to pole
the subject of immigration demands innovative inquiry in the rhetorics of us
immigration some of the most prominent and prolific scholars in immigration
studies come together to discuss the many facets of immigration rhetoric in the
united states the rhetorics of us immigration provides readers with an integrated
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sense of the rhetorical multiplicity circulating among and about immigrants whereas
extant literature on immigration rhetoric tends to focus on the media this work
extends the conversation to the immigrants themselves among others a collection
whose own eclecticism highlights the complexity of the issue the rhetorics of us
immigration is not only a study in the language of immigration but also a frank
discussion of who is doing the talking and what it means for the future from
questions of activism authority and citizenship to the influence of hollywood the
lgbtq community and the church the rhetorics of us immigration considers the
myriad venues in which the american immigration question emerges and the
interpretive framework suited to account for it along with the editor the contributors
are claudia anguiano karma r chávez terence check jay p childers j david cisneros
lisa m corrigan d robert dechaine anne teresa demo dina gavrilos emily ironside
christine jasken yazmin lazcano pry michael lechuga and alessandra b von burg

The Rhetorics of US Immigration
2015-11-10

what is the state of the field of immigration and ethnic history what have scholars
learned about previous immigration waves and where is the field heading these are
the main questions as historians linguists sociologists and political scientists in this
book look at past and contemporary immigration and ethnicity provided by
publisher

The Oxford Handbook of American Immigration
and Ethnicity
2016

a companion to american immigration is an authoritative collection of original
essays by leading scholars on the major topics and themes underlying american
immigration history focuses on the two most important periods in american
immigration history the industrial revolution 1820 1930 and the globalizing era cold
war to the present provides an in depth treatment of central themes including
economic circumstances acculturation social mobility and assimilation includes an
introductory essay by the volume editor

A Companion to American Immigration
2011-03-21

americans from radically different political persuasions agree on the need to fix the
broken us immigration laws to address serious deficiencies and improve border
enforcement in immigration law and the us mexico border kevin johnson and
bernard trujillo focus on what for many is at the core of the entire immigration
debate in modern america immigration from mexico in clear reasonable prose
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johnson and trujillo explore the long history of discrimination against us citizens of
mexican ancestry in the united states and the current movement against illegal
aliens persons depicted as not deserving fair treatment by us law the authors argue
that the united states has a special relationship with mexico by virtue of sharing a 2
000 mile border and a land grab of epic proportions when the united states
acquired nearly two thirds of mexican territory between 1836 and 1853 the authors
explain us immigration law and policy in its many aspects including the migration of
labor the place of state and local regulation over immigration and the contributions
of mexican immigrants to the us economy their objective is to help thinking citizens
on both sides of the border to sort through an issue with a long emotional history
that will undoubtedly continue to inflame politics until cooler and better informed
heads can prevail the authors conclude by outlining possibilities for the future
sketching a possible movement to promote social justice great for use by students
of immigration law border studies and latino studies this book will also be of interest
to anyone wondering about the general state of immigration law as it pertains to
our most troublesome border

Immigration Law and the U.S.–Mexico Border
2011-11-01

the ethics and politics of immigration provides an overview of the central topics in
the ethics of immigration with contributions from scholars who have shaped the
terms of debate and who are moving the discussion forward in exciting directions
this book is unique in providing an overview of how the field has developed over the
last twenty years in political philosophy and political theory the essays in this book
cover issues to do with open borders admissions policies refugee protection and the
regulation of labor migration the book also includes coverage of matters concerning
integration inclusion and legalization it goes on to explore human trafficking and
smuggling and the immigrant detention the book concludes with four topics that
promise to move immigration ethics in new directions philosophical objections to
states giving preference to skilled laborers the implications of gender and care
ethics the incorporation of the philosophy of race and how the cognitive bias of
methodological nationalism affects the discussion

The Ethics and Politics of Immigration
2016-10-03

in the moral and political philosophy of immigration liberty security and equality
josé jorge mendoza argues that the difficulty with resolving the issue of immigration
is primarily a conflict over competing moral and political principles and is thereby at
its core a problem of philosophy establishing the necessity of situating the public
debate on immigration at the center of philosophical debates on liberty security and
equality this book brings into dialog various contemporary philosophical texts that
deal with immigration to provide some normative guidance to future immigration
policy and reform as a groundbreaking work in social and political philosophy it will
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be of great value not only to students and scholars in these fields but also those
working in social science public policy justice studies and global studies programs
whose work intersects with issues of immigration

The Moral and Political Philosophy of Immigration
2016-12-27

analysing us immigration and deportation policy over the last twenty years this
book illustrates how us immigration reform can be conceived as a psychological
legal policy driven tool which is inexorably entwined with themes of american
identity national belonging and white nativism focusing on hispanic immigration and
american born children of mexican parentage the author examines how engrained
historical individual and collective social constructions and psychological processes
related to identity formation can play an instrumental role in influencing political
and legal processes it is argued that contemporary american immigration policy
reforms need to be conceptualized as a complex conscious and unconscious white
nativist psychological legal defence mechanism related to identity preservation and
contestation whilst building on existing theoretical frameworks the author offers
new empirical evidence on immigration processes and policy within the united
states as well as original research involving the acculturation and identity
development of children of mexican immigrant parentage it brings together themes
of race ethnicity and american national identity under a new integrated
sociopolitical and psychological framework examining macro and micro implications
of recent us immigration policy reform subsequently this book will have broad
appeal for academics professionals and students who have an interest in political
psychology childhood studies american immigration policy constructions of national
identity critical race and ethnic studies and the mexican diaspora

White Nativism, Ethnic Identity and US
Immigration Policy Reforms
2017-09-22

this book shows how critical feminist reasoning can reshape the current immigration
legal regime in the united states

Feminist Judgments: Immigration Law Opinions
Rewritten
2023-10-31

immigration has been at the heart of us politics for centuries in moral and immoral
whiteness in immigration politics yalidy matos examines the inherent moral value
based nature of white americans immigration attitudes including preferences on
local immigration enforcement programs federal immigration policy and levels of
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legal immigration allowed does identifying as white always signify a commitment to
maintain the racial status quo or can it result in commitments to racial justice how
do we understand the passage of state level sanctuary and anti sanctuary
immigration legislation through a white identity political lens thinking about
whiteness as a moral choice complicates the idea that immigration policy
preferences are mostly about demographic shifts to examine the centrality of
morality in white americans immigration attitudes matos looks at public opinion
survey data as well as the roll call votes of elected officials she examines the
conditions under which white americans choose to reproduce a system structured
on white supremacy or repudiate it as well as the role of socialization in their
choices and immigration attitudes as immigration continues to be weaponized to
divide matos highlights the importance of understanding the roots of immigration
attitudes in the united states and the ways in which whiteness structures these
attitudes

Moral and Immoral Whiteness in Immigration
Politics
2023

the essays in this volume tackle the construction and significance of race and
ethnicity as boundary making processes among diverse immigrant populations in
the united states race and ethnicity can both unite and divide the individual
scholars contributing to this volume model deploy and explain notions of borders
and boundaries in various ways but collectively they emphasize the fluidity of racial
and ethnic identities that are shaped negotiated and contested in specific contexts
and situations constructing borders crossing boundaries also captures the range of
spaces in which ethnicity and race become salient the university the immigrant
enclave the detention center the work place the nightclub and even the trans
atlantic passage this interdisciplinary work features essays on a diverse range of
immigrant populations from past to present and will interest scholars from across
disciplines

Constructing Borders/Crossing Boundaries
2007-03-01

the strangers in our midst tells the story of how american evangelicals have
responded to refugees and immigrants ranging from the cuban refugee influx in the
1960s to the southeast asian refugees in the 1980s to undocumented immigrants
from latin america in the 1990s and 2000s evangelical christians have been a pillar
of us immigration and refugee policy since the end of world war ii in two key ways
by acting as refugee sponsors and by offering legalization assistance to
undocumented immigrants they developed an elaborate evangelical theology of
hospitality which emphasized scriptural commands to welcome the stranger initially
evangelicals did not distinguish between legal immigrants and refugees and illegal
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undocumented immigrants however a growing anti immigrant consensus in
american society at large and their political alignment with the republican party
caused them to shed their welcoming approach to immigrants in the 1990s
evangelicals were now divided in their stances on immigration as conservative
evangelicals viewed only legal immigrants as deserving of their aid while
progressive evangelicals led by their latinx coreligionists emphasized the need for
christians to help all immigrants in the twenty first century a group of latinx
evangelical leaders resurrected and reshaped the evangelical theology of
hospitality in an effort to turn the tide in the evangelical debate on immigration the
results are mixed unprecedented numbers of evangelicals favor a pathway to
citizenship for undocumented immigrants yet as the 2016 presidential election
showed this preference had no impact on their political choices

The Strangers in Our Midst
2021

probationary americans examines contemporary immigration rules and how they
affect the make up of immigrant communities the authors key argument is that
immigration policies place race and class as important criteria for gaining entry to
the united states and in doing so alter the makeup of america s immigrant
communities

Probationary Americans
2013-01-11

criminal prosecutions for immigration offenses have more than doubled over the
last two decades as national debates about immigration and criminal justice
reforms became headline topics what lies behind this unprecedented increase from
deportation to prison unpacks how the incarceration of over two million people in
the united states gave impetus to a federal immigration initiative the criminal alien
program cap designed to purge non citizens from dangerously overcrowded jails
and prisons drawing on over a decade of ethnographic and archival research the
findings in this book reveal how the criminal alien program quietly set off a punitive
turn in immigration enforcement that has fundamentally altered detention
deportation and criminal prosecutions for immigration offenses patrisia macías rojas
presents a street level perspective on how this new regime has serious lived
implications for the day to day actions of border patrol agents local law
enforcement civil and human rights advocates and for migrants and residents of
predominantly latina o border communities from deportation to prison presents a
thorough and captivating exploration of how mass incarceration and law and order
policies of the past forty years have transformed immigration and border
enforcement in unexpected and important ways back cover
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Constructing Borders/Crossing Boundaries
2016-10-11

originally published in 2006 the encyclopedia of american civil liberties is a
comprehensive 3 volume set covering a broad range of topics in the subject of civil
liberties in america the book covers the topic from numerous different areas
including freedom of speech press religion assembly and petition the encyclopedia
also addresses areas such as the constitution the bill of rights slavery censorship
crime and war the book s multidisciplinary approach will make it an ideal library
reference resource for lawyers scholars and students

From Deportation to Prison
2018-04-17

presents a chronological study of immigration to the united states throughout
history

Routledge Revivals: Encyclopedia of American
Civil Liberties (2006)
2008

for immigrants politics can play a significant role in determining whether and how
they assimilate in bringing outsiders in leading social scientists present individual
cases and work toward a comparative synthesis of how immigrants affect and are
affected by civic life on both sides of the atlantic just as in the united states large
immigrant minority communities have been emerging across europe while these
communities usually make up less than one tenth of national populations they
typically have a large presence in urban areas sometimes approaching a majority
that immigrants can have an even greater political salience than their population
might suggest has been demonstrated in recent years in places as diverse as
sweden and france attending to how local and national states encourage or
discourage political participation the authors assess the relative involvement of
immigrants in a wide range of settings jennifer hochschild and john mollenkopf
provide a context for the particular cases and comparisons and draw a set of
analytic and empirical conclusions regarding incorporation

Immigration
2011-05-02

after all the green beer has been poured and the ubiquitous shamrocks fade away
what does it mean to be irish american besides st patrick s day who s your paddy
traces the evolution of irish as a race based identity in the u s from the 19th century
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to the present day exploring how the irish have been and continue to be socialized
around race jennifer nugent duffy argues that irish identity must be understood
within the context of generational tensions between different waves of irish
immigrants as well as the irish community s interaction with other racial minorities
using historic and ethnographic research duffy sifts through the many racial class
and gendered dimensions of irish american identity by examining three distinct irish
cohorts in greater new york assimilated descendants of nineteenth century
immigrants white flighters who immigrated to postwar america and fled places like
the bronx for white suburbs like yonkers in the 1960s and 1970s and the newer
largely undocumented migrants who began to arrive in the 1990s what results is a
portrait of irishness as a dynamic complex force in the history of american racial
consciousness pertinent not only to contemporary immigration debates but also to
the larger questions of what it means to belong what it means to be american

Bringing Outsiders In
2014

in entitled to nothing lisa sun hee park investigates how the politics of immigration
health care and welfare are intertwined documenting the formal return of the
immigrant as a public charge or a burden upon the state the author shows how the
concept has been revived as states adopt punitive policies targeting immigrants of
color and require them to pay back benefits for which they are legally eligible
during a time of intense debate regarding welfare reform park argues that the
notions of public charge and public burden were reinvigorated in the 1990s to
target immigrant women of reproductive age for deportation and as part of a larger
project of disciplining immigrants drawing on nearly 200 interviews with immigrant
organizations government agencies and safety net providers as well as careful
tracking of policies and media coverage park provides vivid first person accounts of
how struggles over the public charge doctrine unfolded on the ground as well as its
consequences for the immigrant community ultimately she shows that the concept
of public charge continues to lurk in the background structuring our conception of
who can legitimately access public programs and of the moral economy of work and
citizenship in the u s and makes important policy suggestions for reforming our
immigration system

Who's Your Paddy?
2011-09

almost all aliens offers a unique reinterpretation of immigration in the history of the
united states setting aside the european migrant centered melting pot model of
immigrant assimilation paul spickard francisco beltrán and laura hooton put forward
a fresh and provocative reconceptualization that embraces the multicultural
racialized and colonially inflected reality of immigration that has always existed in
the united states their astute study illustrates the complex relationship between
ethnic identity and race slavery and colonial expansion examining the lives of those
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who crossed the atlantic as well as those who crossed the pacific the caribbean and
the north american borderlands almost all aliens provides a distinct inclusive and
critical analysis of immigration race and identity in the united states from 1600 until
the present the second edition updates almost all aliens through the first two
decades of the twenty first century recounting and analyzing the massive changes
in immigration policy the reception of immigrants and immigrant experiences that
whipsawed back and forth throughout the era it includes a new final chapter that
brings the story up to the present day this book will appeal to students and
researchers alike studying the history of immigration race and colonialism in the
united states as well as those interested in american identity especially in the
context of the early twenty first century

Entitled to Nothing
2022-09-15

during 1995 and 1996 president bill clinton signed into law three bills that altered
the rights and responsibilities of immigrants the antiterrorism and effective death
penalty act the personal responsibility act and the illegal immigration reform and
immigrant responsibility act model immigrants and undesirable aliens examines the
changing debates around immigration that preceded and followed the passage of
landmark legislation by the u s congress in the mid 1990s arguing that it
represented a new neoliberal way of thinking and talking about immigration
christina gerken explores the content and the social implications of the
deliberations that surrounded the development and passage of immigration reform
analyzing a wide array of writings from congressional debates and committee
reports to articles and human interest stories in mainstream newspapers the
process she shows disguised its underlying racism by creating discursive strategies
that shaped and upheld an image of desirable immigrants those who could
demonstrate personal responsibility and an ability to contribute to the u s economy
gerken finds that politicians linked immigration to complex issues poverty welfare
reform so called family values measures designed to combat terrorism and the
spiraling costs of social welfare programs although immigrants were often at the
center of congressional debates politicians constructed an elaborate abstract
terminology that appeared to be unrelated to race or gender instead politicians
promoted neoliberal policies as the avenue to a postracist postsexist world of
opportunity for every rational consumer with an entrepreneurial spirit still gerken
concludes that the passage of pathbreaking legislation was characterized by a
useful tension between neoliberal assumptions and hidden anxieties about race
class gender and sexuality

Almost All Aliens
2013-10-01

the media and the csi craze motion pictures popular television dramas news reports
wars on crime and junkies wars on sex offenders and poverty terrorism and the war
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on immigrants crime scene investigations forensics and junk science prosecutors
wrongful convictions the death penalty methodology and findings recommendations
to reduce wrongful convictions and eliminate capital punishment

Model Immigrants and Undesirable Aliens
2011-04-19

explores the issue of the education of undocumented school children examining
both financial and legal topics

Media and Criminal Justice
2012

No Undocumented Child Left Behind
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